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Rexroth for woodworking machinery

The Drive & Control Company

From rough timber to the finished product:
Drive, control and move with Rexroth
Whether it’s forestry, sawmills or furniture production – the requirements of the wood industry facing both man
and machine are more demanding than in virtually any other branch of industry. In order to overcome the competition, many factors must work together in perfect excellence. Higher material throughput, better exploitation
of material, greater flexibility and low processing tolerances are what the market demands from modern, economical concepts for wood processing and woodworking. And hardly any provider can satisfy the expectations
of machine manufacturers like Rexroth does: through branch-specific application expertise, innovative products
and the philosophy of offering not just individual components but, above all, system solutions that incorporate
numerous technologies. These solutions include powerful components and systems, which themselves work
reliably under the toughest conditions, but also innovative techniques for achieving high productivity coupled
with maximum flexibility. Rexroth offers the woodworking and wood-processing industries convincing answers
to practically all questions about drive, motion and control technology.

More speed

thanks to dynamic, electrohydraulic positioning
systems, highly dynamic linear motors and
linear guides and high-speed spindle drives and
recirculating ball screws.
More precision

thanks to high-precision electric, hydraulic and
pneumatic motion axes – precisely guided by
profile rail guides and optionally equipped with
pneumatic or hydraulic weight compensation.
More safety

for man and machine through electric drive
technology with integral, certified safety functions. What’s more, Rexroth protective-fence
systems increase safety at work.
Greater availability

thanks to high-quality products for tough
industrial use, and through global service that
extends over numerous technologies, with
branch-specific expertise and preventive maintenance concepts.

Objective technical advice
increases your productivity
Rexroth increases your productivity. With solutions from hydraulics, electric drive and control
technology, linear and assembly technology and
pneumatics. Because we at Rexroth have all the
relevant technologies in our portfolio, we can
give you objective advice on which of these is the
most suitable for your process. So you receive
best-in-class components and perfectly mutually
matched systems. And our performance spectrum is rounded off by a full after-sales program
to increase system availability.

Hydraulics

Lifting and lowering loads evenly, executing straight-line or rotating movements, complying
with preset speeds, moving to precise positions: Rexroth hydraulics in conjunction with modern
closed-loop control technology impress with their precision and long life.

Controls and drives

Open CNC, motion control and PLC systems, intelligent digital drives and standardized
interfaces provide the solution for automation tasks, from the individual production machine to
complex processes in the furniture industry.

Linear and assembly technology

Linear guides, recirculating ball screws and ready-to-install linear systems from Rexroth are found
in main axes, secondary axes and feed axes. Rexroth assembly technology provides machine frames
and enclosures, e.g. for handling and workstation design.

Pneumatics

From handling and machining logs through cutting them to size to packaging the finished product: Rexroth pneumatics are always up to the job. Easy, fast, economical – even under extreme
conditions.

Multi-process solutions for your applications

Harvesting wood

Harvesting wood

Woodworking

Debarking

Harvesting wood

Woodworking

With our Mobile Hydraulics, we at Rexroth provide a uniquely diverse
array of drive and control systems for forestry machines. Whether for
shortwood or log processes – our range covers the entire spectrum.
With our axial piston machines, external gear machines, radial piston
motors, mobile control systems, transmissions, mobile electronics and
mobile service, Rexroth can fully equip every system.

Difficult environmental conditions such as severe shock, vibration and airborne contaminants are routinely present in sawmills and veneer mills.
Hydraulics from Rexroth master complex tasks, even when the going gets
tough: whenever sturdy, compact drives that combine high performance
density with serviceability are required, this drive technology is the obvious choice. Our hydraulics program ranges from pumps and power units
through valves and cylinders to controller assemblies and master controls.
Pneumatics are employed, for example, in cut-off saws, edgers, saw
lines and related functions. For the difficult conditions of woodworking,
Rexroth’s standard pneumatic cylinders have been adapted to create
special versions.

Wood processing

Sawing

Chipping

Hot Pressing

Veneer peeling

Wood processing
With our “ideal cushioning” pneumatic solution for operation in sawmills,
Rexroth holds the key to increased productivity.
Linear and assembly technology from Rexroth provides components
and systems specially selected for the branch. The range includes the
most diverse array of cleaners and seals, to protect the heavy-duty, robust
models from both large chips and the finest sawdust. Groove covers
and special designs in our aluminum profile system prevent sawdust from
settling in grooves.
Controls and drives from Rexroth offer a comprehensive product range,
from simple frequency converters to highly dynamic servo drives for
sophisticated positioning tasks. In addition to conventional motor technology, an extensive range of rotary and linear direct drives is also available.

From solid wood to man-made board processing, single to mass production – precision and reproducibility play an important role in the processing
of wood. Rexroth offers a broad spectrum of economical solutions based
on different technologies.

Milling and drilling

Sectioning boards
Edge Gluing

In hydraulics, Rexroth has a precision advantage: combining the benefits
of hydraulic drive technology - such as high power density and long life –
with field bus-compatible digital closed-loop control technology. The result
is accurately positioning, compact, durable and maintenance-free drive
systems for the most exacting requirements.
Pneumatics from Rexroth provide not just components such as valves and
cylinders, but also permit more extensive functions by combining these
standard components and enhancing them with electronics. In this way,
the user is able to create solutions for his specific application, which are
also low in cost because they are based on standard components.

Linear technology: Profile rail guides with recirculating balls or rollers
and spherical liner guides are available for ensuring highly precise machine
movements in wood processing. The precise feed is achieved by recirculating ball screws which, here too, are available in different shapes, sizes
and pitches. Linear systems with integrated guides and drive components
as ready-to-install units simplify machine construction.
Controls and drives from Rexroth achieve exceptionally economical automation systems, thanks to their scalable power and functionality, open
interfaces and uniform and user-friendly user interfaces for planning, commissioning, programming and diagnosis. With the aid of PC-based CNC’s,
systems can be scaled from simple to complicated processing tasks. The
open system architecture simplifies the integration of CAD/CAM systems.

Logistics

Trimming

Packaging and logistics

5-axis milling

Logistics and assembly of finished products
Intelligent drive technology with integral technological functions is the solution for both simple and complex automation tasks. The comprehensive
range of highly-dynamic rotary and linear motors offers the optimum drive
for every application.

Assembly technology, with its broad range of products, assists in the
search for suitable solutions both in the machine environment and in
final assembly. These solutions may be chain conveyor systems, transfer systems for positioning during assembly or comprehensive profile
systems for all types of frame, enclosure, etc., down to preassembled
workstations.
Controls and drives: Robot functions integrated in the control system
reduce both planning and commissioning times.
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